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APPLICATION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION
To the Honorable Neil M. Gorsuch, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of
the United States and Circuit Justice for the Eighth Circuit:
Applicant Russell Bucklew respectfully requests a stay of his execution using
lethal injection of pentobarbital pending the Court's disposition of his Petition for
Writ of Certiorari seeking review of the decision of the United States Court of Appeal
for the Eighth Circuit in Case No. 17-3052 (March 6, 2018). Bucklew is scheduled to
be executed on March 20, 2018. If this Court is unable to resolve this application by
March 20, 2018, it should grant a temporary stay while it considers this application.

JUDGMENT FOR WHICH REVIEW IS SOUGHT
The judgment for which review is sought is Bucklew v. Precythe, -

F.3d -,

No. 17-3052, 2018 WL 1163360 (8th Cir. Mar. 6, 2018) (attached as Exhibit B).

JURISDICTION
The Eighth Circuit issued its decision affirming a grant of summary
judgment in favor of Respondents on March 6, 2018. On March 15, 2018, the
Eighth Circuit denied Bucklew's petition for rehearing and rehearing en bane
(attached as Exhibit A). Bucklew has concurrently filed a petition for a writ of
certiorari with this Application.
On March 9, 2018, Bucklew moved the Eighth Circuit to enter a stay of
execution pending the Eighth Circuit's consideration of his rehearing petition and
this Court's consideration of a petition for writ of certiorari (attached as Exhibit D).
Though the Eighth Circuit has denied rehearing, it has yet to enter an order on his
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request for a stay of execution. This Court has jurisdiction to enter a stay under 28
U.S.C. § 2101(f), 28 U.S.C. § 1651, and Supreme Court Rule 23.

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE STAY
The district court rejected Bucklew's Eighth Amendment claims as a matter of
law.

The district court assumed, for purposes of its ruling, that Bucklew had

established "a substantial risk that [he] will experience choking and an inability to
breathe for up to four minutes," but held that Bucklew had failed to create a triable
issue of fact regarding whether his proposed alternative method of execution, lethal
gas, would significantly reduce the risk of experiencing needless suffering. Bucklew
v. Lombardi, No. 14-8000-CV-W-BP, (W.D. Mo. June 15, 2017) (Order and Op.
Granting Def.'s Mot. for Summ. J.) (attached as Exhibit C). On appeal, a divided
panel affirmed the district court's ruling, over the dissent of Judge Colloton. The
Eighth Circuit, by a vote of 6-4, denied rehearing en bane.
As Bucklew explains in his petition, the Eighth Circuit's decision turns on the
panel majority's mis-readings of this Court's decisions in Glossip v. Gross, 135 S. Ct.
2726 (2015), and Baze v. Rees, 553 U.S. 35 (2008) (plurality opinion). First, the panel
ruled that a court must assume, without permitting adversarial testing, that state
medical personnel are competent to manage the predictable complications of an
inmate's rare and severe medical condition and that the execution procedure will go
as planned. Second, the panel imposed a novel burden on an inmate in a method-ofexecution case to produce a single witness comparing the State's method of execution
with a feasible alternative, contrary to this Court's and generally accepted summary
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judgment law. Third, the panel improperly extended the rule applicable to a facial
challenge to a method of execution-requiring an inmate to propose a feasible
alternative method of execution that will substantially reduce his suffering-to
inmates raising an as-applied challenge to their methods of execution.
Bucklew's execution date is presently March 20, 2018. The Eighth Circuit
issued its panel decision on March 6, 2018. Three days later, Bucklew filed a petition
for rehearing and rehearing en bane, along with an emergency application for a stay
of execution pending rehearing or this Court's ruling on Bucklew's petition for
certiorari. The Eighth Circuit denied the rehearing request on March 15, 2018. It
has yet to issue an order regarding the application for stay.
The impending execution date may preclude this Court from considering
Bucklew's petition before the scheduled execution, thus necessitating this
application.
The issuance of a stay is left to this Court's discretion, guided by four factors:
(1) whether the stay applicant has made a strong showing that he is likely to
succeed on the merits; (2) whether the applicant will be irreparably injured
absent a stay; (3) whether issuance of the stay will substantially injure the
other parties interested in the proceeding; and (4) where the public interest
lies.

Nken v. Holder, 556 U.S. 418, 434 (2009) (quoting Hilton v. Braunskill, 481 U.S. 770,
776 (1987)). Thus, a stay should be granted when necessary to "give nonfrivolous

claims on constitutional error the careful attention that they deserve" and when a
court cannot "resolve the merits [of a claim] before the scheduled date of execution ...
to permit due consideration of the merits." Barefoot v. Estelle, 463 U.S. 880, 888-89
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(1983). In the context of a stay pending the Court's ruling on a petition for certiorari,
an applicant need show only a "reasonable probability" that this Court will grant
certiorari and a "fair prospect" that the decision below will be reversed. Maryland v.

King, 567 U.S. 1301, 1302 (2012) (Roberts, C.J., in chambers). When the Government
is the opposing party, assessing the harm to the opposing party and weighing the
public interest merge. Nken, 556 U.S. at 435. Applying these factors, the Court
should grant the application and stay Missouri's use of the challenged protocol to
execute Bucklew pending a decision on his petition.

I.

There is a reasonable probability that this Court will grant
certiorari and a fair prospect that Bucklew will succeed on the
merits.

Each of the Eighth Circuit's three mis-readings and unwarranted extensions
of this Court's decisions in Glossip and Baze warrants this Court's review. First, the
Eighth Circuit applied the unprecedented (and illogical) rule that, when evaluating
the risks posed by the state's method of execution in an as-applied challenge, a court
should assume that the state personnel are competent to perform the procedures
contemplated in the state's execution protocol and that the execution will be proceed
as planned. Such an assumption is at odds with the fundamental premise of an asapplied challenge-that the state's execution procedures when applied to an inmate
with unique medical conditions will not go as planned, and will result in needless
pain and suffering. Based on its incorrect assumption, the Eighth Circuit improperly
closed off all discovery into whether the medical professionals charged with
administering Bucklew's execution have the training and experience necessary to
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respond appropriately to the predictable complications that will arise under
Missouri's lethal injection protocol in light of Bucklew's rare medical condition. That
is, he sought discovery concerning how the state's method of execution will be
implemented as applied to him, which is directly relevant to proving the full extent
of his risk of significant pain and suffering.
The Eighth Circuit's ruling is at odds with this Court's decisions. The plurality
opinion in Baze specifically stated that a claim asserting a known, "objectively
intolerable risk of harm" is, unlike a claim based on the prospect of a mere mistake,
cognizable as a challenge to a method of execution under the Eighth Amendment.
553 U.S. at 50 (quoting Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 846 (1994)). The Eighth
Circuit's ruling, which assumes that the execution will go as planned, and thus closes
off discovery to explore the extent of known risks that it will not go as planned
because of a rare medical condition, prevents an inmate from proving such a claim.
In so doing, it authorizes what amounts to "deliberate indifference" to an inmate's
needless suffering.

Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 104-06 (1976) (deliberate

indifference to inmate's medical condition violates the Eighth Amendment). This
Court will likely grant review because the case presents an issue of national
importance that concerns how inmates can investigate and present evidence of their
as-applied challenges to a state's method of execution, and to maintain the uniformity
of its decisions. Sup. Ct. R. lO(c).
Second, the panel majority applied a new and more rigorous standard for
surviving summary judgment in method-of-execution claims than the decisions of this
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Court establish. Under the universally accepted summary judgment standard, an
inmate should survive summary judgment on his challenge to a method of execution
if there is evidence in the record as a whole that compares the risks of the state's
execution protocol with the inmate's proposed alternative.

As Judge Colloton's

dissent makes clear, Bucklew has met this standard, as there is evidence in the record
presented by both Bucklew's and respondents' medical experts from which a
reasonable factfinder could conclude that the lethal gas procedure proposed by
Bucklew would substantially reduce his risk of needless suffering.
However, the panel majority refused to accept the experts' testimony as
evidence comparing the two methods because no single witness compared the risks
from lethal injection to the risks from lethal gas. That is, the panel misinterpreted
Glossip as not only requiring an as-applied challenger to present evidence comparing
the state's execution method with an alternative, but also as dictating that the
comparative evidence must come in the form of a single witness who opines that one
method is significantly better than the other.

Nothing in this Court's precedent

suggests that the summary judgment rule should be altered to impose a unique
procedural burden exclusively for method-of-execution claims, and the Court should
grant certiorari to correct this misapplication of its decision in Glossip. This Court
will likely grant review on this issue as well because it is a question of national
importance concerning how courts should evaluate an inmate's as-applied challenge
to a state's method of execution, and to maintain the uniformity of its decisions.
Sup. Ct. R. lO(c).
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Third, the panel majority imposed the burden of proposing a feasible, available
alternative method of execution that significantly reduces a substantial risk of
needless pain on inmates raising as-applied challenges to their methods of execution,
in a dangerous extension of Glossip and Baze. In Glossip, this Court imposed the
burden of proposing such an alternative method on inmates raising facial challenges
to their methods of execution. However, both the Eighth and Eleventh Circuits, in
decisions that have inspired vigorous dissents, have now imposed that burden on
inmates raising as-applied challenges as well. The Court should grant a writ of
certiorari to clarify that inmates presenting as-applied challenges need not customdesign their own methods of execution because the state's generally lawful method of
execution will prove cruel when applied to their unique medical conditions. This issue
is yet a third issue of national importance concerning the imposition of the death
penalty and the reliability of litigation challenging state methods of execution as
cruel with respect to inmates with idiosyncratic medical conditions. Sup. Ct. R. lO(c).

II.

Bucklew will he irreparably injured pending this Court's
decision on the petition without a stay of his execution.

Bucklew is scheduled to be executed on March 20, 2018 using the challenged
lethal injection protocol. This imminent execution date means that Bucklew is likely
to die before this Court considers his petition. If he is executed using Missouri's
execution procedure, the execution will violate Bucklew's Eighth Amendment rights
by subjecting him to a procedure in which he will experience the sensation of
suffocation for several minutes, a needlessly prolonged period.

Absent a stay,

Bucklew plainly faces irreparable injury. See Wainwright v. Booker, 473 U.S. 935,
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935 n.1 (1985) (Mem.) (Powell, J., concurring) (recognizing that there is little doubt
that a prisoner facing execution will suffer irreparable injury if the stay is not
granted).

III.

Issuance of the stay will not substantially injure the state, and
the public interest lies in favor of granting the stay.

Issuance of a brief stay of execution pending the Court's consideration of
Bucklew's petition serves the state and the public's interest in ensuring that capital
punishment is carried out in compliance with the Eighth Amendment. Although the
public does have an interest in the finality of criminal convictions, a brief stay
allowing the Court the opportunity to consider a petition of certiorari identifying
several substantial extensions and misapplications of this Court's decisions
concerning as-applied execution challenges is a de minimis impairment of that
interest. See Lee v. Kelley, 854 F.3d 544, 550 (8th Cir. 2017) (per curiam) (concluding
that the State's interest in an expedited execution timeline was outweighed by the
inmate's "interest in ensuring that his execution is not carried out in violation of the
[Constitution]"). The public has an interest in the issuance of this stay so that the
judicial process can complete its evaluation of the merits of Bucklew's claim, and
confirm that the execution is carried out in a lawful manner that does not violate his
constitutional rights. See G & V Lounge, Inc. v. Mich. Liquor Control Comm 'n, 23
F.3d 1071, 1079 (6th Cir. 1994) ("[I]t is always in the public interest to prevent the
violation of a party's constitutional rights.") (construing Gannett Co. v. DePasquale,
443 U.S. 368, 383 (1979)).
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Moreover, Bucklew is not responsible for generating the exigencies that
necessitated this stay, and has at all times proceeded diligently on the schedule set
by the Eighth Circuit for this direct appeal. On June 15, 2017, the district court
granted summary judgment for respondents. Less than a week later, and before
Bucklew even had the opportunity to file his motion to alter or amend the judgment,
respondents requested that the Missouri Supreme Court reset Bucklew's execution
date. On November 21, while Bucklew's appeal of the district court's ruling was
pending and before the parties had even finished briefing the issues, the Missouri
Supreme Court, at the request of Missouri officials, reset Bucklew's execution date
for March 20, 2018. The Eighth Circuit set argument for February 2, 2018, after
which it took just over four weeks to issue its opinion. Just three days after that
opinion was issued on March 6, Bucklew promptly moved for a stay of execution and
for panel rehearing or rehearing en bane. And Bucklew then filed his petition in this
Court on the same day that the Eighth Circuit denied his rehearing petition. The
compressed timeline is the result of the State of Missouri's decision to attempt to
execute Bucklew before this Court has a full opportunity to consider the issues.
The Court previously has stayed Bucklew's execution to accommodate the
reasonable need for further judicial review of his claims. See Bucklew v. Lombardi,
134 S. Ct. 2333 (2014) (Mem.). The Court should exercise its discretion to enter
another stay to afford it the opportunity it needs to fully consider Bucklew's petition
and the substantial constitutional questions it raises.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant this Application and stay
Bucklew's execution pending disposition of his Petition for Writ of Certiorari.
Dated:

March 15, 2018

Respectfully submitted,

Robert N. Hochman
Counsel of Record
Raechel J. Bimmerle
Kelly J. Huggins
Matthew J. Saldana
Heather B. Sultanian
Daniel R. Thies
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
One South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 853-7000
r hochman@sidley.com
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT
No: 17-3052
Russell Bucklew
Appellant
v.
Anne L. Precythe, Director of the Department of Corrections, et al.
Appellees
______________________________________________________________________________
Appeal from U.S. District Court for the Western District of Missouri - Kansas City
(4:14-cv-8000-BP)
______________________________________________________________________________
ORDER
Before SMITH, Chief Judge, WOLLMAN, LOKEN, COLLOTON, GRUENDER, SHEPHERD,
KELLY, ERICKSON, GRASZ and STRAS, Circuit Judges.
Appellant Bucklew’s petition for rehearing by panel is denied. Judge Colloton would
grant the petition for rehearing by panel.
Appellant Bucklew’s petition for rehearing en banc has been considered by the court and
the petition is denied. Chief Judge Smith and Judge Kelly would grant the petition. Judge
Colloton and Judge Gruender would grant rehearing en banc on Point I of the petition for
rehearing en banc.
Judge Duane Benton took no part in the consideration or decision of the petition for
rehearing en banc.
KELLY, Circuit Judge, dissenting from the denial of the petition for rehearing en banc.
I would grant Russell Bucklew’s petition for rehearing en banc—and reverse the district
court’s grant of summary judgment—for the reasons stated in the dissent from the panel opinion
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in this case. See Bucklew v. Precythe, ___ F.3d ___, 2018 WL 1163360, at *7 (8th Cir. 2018)
(Colloton, J., dissenting). I would also grant Bucklew’s petition to the extent it seeks
reconsideration of this court’s conclusion, in Bucklew v. Lombardi, 783 F.3d 1120, 1128 (8th
Cir. 2015) (en banc), that those sentenced to death must plead a “feasible, readily implemented
alternative procedure” for carrying out their sentence in order to state a plausible as-applied
claim under the Eighth Amendment. I continue to believe that “[f]acial and as-applied
challenges to execution protocols are different,” that death row inmates “need not plead a readily
available alternative method of execution” to bring an as-applied challenge, and that “[a] state
cannot be excused from taking into account a particular inmate’s existing physical disability or
health condition when assessing the propriety of its execution method.” See id. at 1129 (Bye, J.,
concurring in the result). “While the Supreme Court has been clear on the general proposition
that, so long as a state-imposed death penalty is constitutional, there must be some way for states
to carry out executions, the Supreme Court has also been clear that some individuals cannot be
executed.” Id. at 1130 (collecting cases); see also Madison v. Alabama, 138 S. Ct. ___, 2018
WL 514241 (Feb. 26, 2018); Dunn v. Madison, 138 S. Ct. 9, 12 (2017) (Ginsburg, J.,
concurring). In my view, neither Glossip v. Gross, 135 S. Ct. 2726 (2015), nor any subsequent
case from the United States Supreme Court dictates the result this court reached on this issue in
Bucklew v. Lombardi, 783 F.3d 1120 (8th Cir. 2015) (en banc).

March 15, 2018

Order Entered at the Direction of the Court:
Clerk, U.S. Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit.
____________________________________
/s/ Michael E. Gans
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United States Court of Appeals
For the Eighth Circuit
___________________________
No. 17-3052
___________________________
Russell Bucklew
lllllllllllllllllllll Plaintiff - Appellant
v.
Anne L. Precythe, Director of the Department of Corrections, et al.
lllllllllllllllllllll Defendants - Appellees
____________
Appeal from United States District Court
for the Western District of Missouri - Kansas City
____________
Submitted: February 2, 2018
Filed: March 6, 2018
____________
Before WOLLMAN, LOKEN, and COLLOTON, Circuit Judges.
____________
LOKEN, Circuit Judge
The issue is whether the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments, as applied, bar
Missouri officials from employing a procedure that is authorized by Missouri statute
to execute Russell Bucklew.
In March 2006, Bucklew stole a car; armed himself with pistols, handcuffs, and
a roll of duct tape; and followed his former girlfriend, Stephanie Ray, to the home of
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Michael Sanders, where she was living. Bucklew knocked and entered the trailer
with a pistol in each hand when Sanders’s son opened the door. Sanders took the
children to the back room and grabbed a shotgun. Bucklew began shooting. Two
bullets struck Sanders, one piercing his chest. Bucklew fired at Sanders’s six-yearold son, but missed. As Sanders bled to death, Bucklew struck Ray in the face with
a pistol, handcuffed Ray, dragged her to the stolen car, drove away, and raped Ray
in the back seat of the car. He was apprehended by the highway patrol after a
gunfight in which Bucklew and a trooper were wounded.
A Missouri state court jury convicted Bucklew of murder, kidnaping, and rape.
The trial court sentenced Bucklew to death, as the jury had recommended. His
conviction and sentence were affirmed on direct appeal. State v. Bucklew, 973
S.W.2d 83 (Mo. banc 1998). The trial court denied his petition for post-conviction
relief, and the Supreme Court of Missouri again affirmed. Bucklew v. State, 38
S.W.3d 395 (Mo. banc 2001). We subsequently affirmed the district court’s denial
of Bucklew’s petition for a federal writ of habeas corpus. Bucklew v. Luebbers, 436
F.3d 1010 (8th Cir. 2006). The Supreme Court of Missouri issued a writ of execution
for May 21, 2014. Bucklew filed this action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, alleging that
execution by Missouri’s lethal injection protocol, authorized by statute, would
constitute cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments as applied to him because of his unique medical condition. Bucklew
appeals the district court’s1 grant of summary judgment in favor of the state
defendants because Bucklew failed to present adequate evidence to establish his
claim under the governing standard established by the Supreme Court in Baze v.
Rees, 553 U.S. 35 (2008), and Glossip v. Gross, 135 S. Ct. 2726 (2015). Reviewing
the grant of summary judgment de novo, we affirm.

1

The Honorable Beth Phillips, United States District Judge for the Western
District of Missouri.
-2-
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I.
Missouri’s method of execution is by injection of a lethal dose of the drug
pentobarbital. Two days before his scheduled execution in 2014, the district court
denied Bucklew’s motion for a stay of execution and dismissed this as-applied action
sua sponte. On appeal, a divided panel granted a stay of execution, Bucklew v.
Lombardi, 565 Fed. Appx. 562 (8th Cir. 2014); the court en banc vacated the stay.
Bucklew applied to the Supreme Court for a stay of execution, and the Court issued
an Order granting his application “for stay pending appeal in the Eighth Circuit.”
This court, acting en banc, reversed the sua sponte dismissal of Bucklew’s as-applied
Eighth Amendment claim and remanded to the district court for further proceedings.
Bucklew v. Lombardi, 783 F.3d 1120, 1128 (8th Cir. 2015) (“Bucklew I”). On the
same day, the en banc court affirmed the district court’s dismissal on the merits of a
facial challenge to Missouri’s lethal injection protocol filed by several inmates
sentenced to death, including Bucklew. Zink v. Lombardi, 783 F.3d 1089, 1114 (8th
Cir.), cert denied, 135 S. Ct. 2941 (2015).2

2

“The doctrine of res judicata or claim preclusion bars relitigation of a § 1983
claim if the prior judgment was a final judgment on the merits rendered by a court of
competent jurisdiction, and if the same cause of action and the same parties or their
privies were involved.” Baker v. Chisom, 501 F.3d 920, 925 (8th Cir. 2007), cert
denied, 554 U.S. 902 (2008). As Bucklew was a plaintiff in Zink, any facial
challenge to the current method of execution in this case is precluded. Defendants
argue that Bucklew’s as-applied challenge is also precluded because it could have
been raised in Zink. See Brown v. St. Louis Police Dep’t, 691 F.2d 393, 396 (8th Cir.
1982). Like the district court, we decline to address this complex issue. See Bucklew
I, 783 F.3d at 1122 n.1; cf. Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt, 136 S. Ct 2292,
2305 (2016). We likewise decline to address defendants’ claim that Bucklew’s asapplied challenge is barred by the applicable statute of limitations. See Boyd v.
Warden, Holman Corr. Facility, 856 F.3d 853, 874-76 (11th Cir. 2017).
-3-
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Our decision in Bucklew I set forth in considerable detail the allegations in
Bucklew’s as-applied complaint regarding his medical condition. 783 F.3d at 112426. Bucklew has long suffered from a congenital condition called cavernous
hemangioma, which causes clumps of weak, malformed blood vessels and tumors to
grow in his face, head, neck, and throat. The large, inoperable tumors fill with blood,
periodically rupture, and partially obstruct his airway. In addition, the condition
affects his circulatory system, and he has compromised peripheral veins in his hands
and arms. In his motion for a stay of execution in Bucklew I, Bucklew argued:
Dr. Joel Zivot, a board-certified anesthesiologist . . . concluded after
reviewing Mr. Bucklew’s medical records that a substantial risk existed
that, because of Mr. Bucklew’s vascular malformation, the lethal drug
will likely not circulate as intended, creating a substantial risk of a
“prolonged and extremely painful execution.” Dr. Zivot also concluded
that a very substantial risk existed that Mr. Bucklew would hemorrhage
during the execution, potentially choking on his own blood -- a risk
greatly heightened by Mr. Bucklew’s partially obstructed airway.
*

*

*

*

*

[The Department of Corrections has advised it would not use a dye in
flushing the intravenous line because Dr. Zivot warned that might cause
a spike in Bucklew’s blood pressure.] Reactionary changes at the
eleventh hour, without the guidance of imaging or tests, create a
substantial risk to Mr. Bucklew, who suffers from a complex and severe
medical condition that has compromised his veins.
*

*

*

*

*

The DOC seems to acknowledge they agree with Dr. Zivot that Mr.
Bucklew’s obstructed airway presents substantial risks of needless pain
and suffering, but what they plan to do about it is a mystery. Will they
execute Mr. Bucklew in a seated position? . . . The DOC should be
required to disclose how it plans to execute Mr. Bucklew so that this
Court can properly assess whether additional risks are present. . . . Until
-4-
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Mr. Bucklew knows what protocol the DOC will use to kill him, and
until the DOC is required to conduct the necessary imaging and testing
to quantify the expansion of Mr. Bucklew’s hemangiomas and the extent
of his airway obstruction, it is not possible to execute him without
substantial risk of severe pain and needless suffering.
Defendants’ Suggestions in Opposition argued that Bucklew’s “proposed changes . . .
with the exception of his complaint about [dye], which Missouri will not use in
Bucklew’s execution, are not really changes in the method of execution.”
Glossip and Baze established two requirements for an Eighth Amendment
challenge to a method of execution. First, the challenger must “establish that the
method presents a risk that is sure or very likely to cause serious illness and needless
suffering, and give rise to sufficiently imminent dangers.” Glossip, 135 S. Ct. at 2737
(emphasis in original), citing Baze, 553 U.S. at 50. This evidence must show that the
pain and suffering being risked is severe in relation to the pain and suffering that is
accepted as inherent in any method of execution. Id. at 2733. Second, the challenger
must “identify an alternative that is feasible, readily implemented, and in fact
significantly reduces a substantial risk of severe pain.” Glossip, 135 S. Ct. at 2737,
citing Baze, 553 U.S. at 52. This two-part standard governs as-applied as well as
facial challenges to a method of execution. See, e.g., Jones v. Kelley, 854 F.3d 1009,
1013, 1016 (8th Cir. 2017); Williams v. Kelley, 854 F.3d 998, 1001 (8th Cir. 2017);
Johnson v. Lombardi, 809 F.3d 388, 390 (8th Cir. 2015); Bucklew I, 783 F.3d at
1123, 1127. As a panel we are bound by these controlling precedents. Bucklew
argues the second Baze/Glossip requirement of a feasible alternative method of
execution that substantially reduces the risk of suffering should not apply to “an
individual who is simply too sick and anomalous to execute in a constitutional
manner,” like those who may not be executed for mental health reasons. See, e.g.,
Ford v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 399, 410 (1986). The Supreme Court has not
recognized a categorical exemption from the death penalty for individuals with
physical ailments or disabilities. Thus, in the decision on appeal, the district court
-5-
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properly applied the Baze/Glossip two-part standard in dismissing Bucklew’s asapplied claim.
We concluded in Bucklew I, based on a record “which went well beyond the
four corners of Bucklew’s complaint,” that the complaint’s allegations, bolstered by
defendants’ concession “that the Department’s lethal injection procedure would be
changed on account of his condition by eliminating the use of methylene blue dye,”
sufficiently alleged the first requirement of an as-applied challenge to the method of
execution -- “a substantial risk of serious and imminent harm that is sure or very
likely to occur.” 783 F.3d at 1127. We further concluded the district court’s sua
sponte dismissal was premature because these detailed allegations made it
inappropriate “to assume that Bucklew would decline an invitation to amend the asapplied challenge” to plausibly allege a feasible and more humane alternative method
of execution, the second requirement under the Baze/Glossip standard. Id. In
remanding, we directed that further proceedings “be narrowly tailored and
expeditiously conducted to address only those issues that are essential to resolving”
the as-applied challenge. Id. at 1128. We explained:
Bucklew’s arguments on appeal raise an inference that he is
impermissibly seeking merely to investigate the protocol without taking
a position as to what is needed to fix it. He may not be “permitted to
supervise every step of the execution process.” Rather, at the earliest
possible time, he must identify a feasible, readily implemented
alternative procedure that will significantly reduce a substantial risk of
severe pain and that the State refuses to adopt. . . . Any assertion that all
methods of execution are unconstitutional does not state a plausible
claim under the Eighth Amendment or a cognizable claim under § 1983.
Id. (quotation omitted; emphasis in original).
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II.
On remand, consistent with our directive, the district court first ordered
Bucklew to file an amended complaint that adequately identified an alternative
procedure. Twice, Bucklew filed amended complaints that failed to comply with this
order. Given one last chance to comply or face dismissal, on October 13, 2015,
Bucklew filed a Fourth Amended Complaint. As relevant here, it alleged:
106. Based on Mr. Bucklew’s unique and severe condition, there
is no way to proceed with Mr. Bucklew’s execution under Missouri’s
lethal injection protocol without a substantial risk to Mr. Bucklew of
suffering grave adverse events during the execution, including
hemorrhaging, suffocating or experiencing excruciating pain.
107. Under any scenario or with any of lethal drug, execution by
lethal injection poses an enormous risk that Mr. Bucklew will suffer
extreme, excruciating and prolonged pain -- all accompanied by choking
and struggling for air.
128. In May 2014, the DOC also proposed a second adjustment
in its protocol, offering to adjust the gurney so that Mr. Bucklew is not
lying completely prone.3 . . . As a practical matter, no adjustment would
likely be sufficient, as the stress of the execution may unavoidably cause
Mr. Bucklew’s hemangiomas to rupture, leading to hemorrhaging,
bleeding in his throat and through his facial orifices, and coughing and
choking on his own blood.
129. In order to fully evaluate and establish the risks to Mr.
Bucklew from execution by lethal injection, a full and complete set of
imaging studies must be conducted.

3

In their answer to paragraph 128, defendants alleged: “Defendants admit that
the Defendants offered to have the anesthesiologist position the angle of the gurney
in a proper position.” Thus, this fact was established by the pleadings.
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139. Mr. Bucklew is mindful of the Court’s directive to allege a
feasible, readily implemented alternative procedure . . . . Mr. Bucklew
has complied . . . by researching and proposing execution by lethal gas,
which is specifically authorized by Missouri law and which Missouri’s
Attorney General has stated the DOC is prepared to implement.
150. In adherence with the pleading requirements set forth in
Glossip, and as stated above, Mr. Bucklew specifically alleges lethal gas
as a feasible and available alternative method that will significantly
reduce the risk of severe pain to Mr. Bucklew.
In other words, Bucklew took the position that no modification of Missouri’s lethal
injection method of execution could be constitutionally applied to execute Bucklew.
He proposed massive discovery allegedly needed to establish the first Baze/Glossip
requirement. But his legal theory is that alternative procedures such as adjusting the
gurney’s position are irrelevant because no lethal injection procedure would be
constitutional, only a change to the use of lethal gas would be adequate.
Bucklew’s as-applied claim focused on two aspects of his medical condition.
First, Bucklew’s experts initially opined that his peripheral veins are so weak that
injection of a lethal dose of pentobarbital would not adequately circulate, leading to
a prolonged and painful execution. The district court concluded that discovery and
expert opinions developed on remand refuted this claim. The lethal injection protocol
provides that medical personnel may insert the primary intravenous (IV) line “as a
central venous line” and may dispense with a secondary peripheral IV line if “the
prisoner’s physical condition makes it unduly difficult to insert more than one IV.”
Bucklew’s expert Dr. Zivot conceded, and Defendants’ expert, Dr. Joseph Antognini,
agreed, that the central femoral vein can circulate a “fair amount of fluid” without
serious risk of rupture and that Bucklew’s medical condition will not affect the flow
of pentobarbital after it is injected through this vein.
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Second, Bucklew’s experts opined that his condition will cause him to
experience severe choking and suffocation during execution by lethal injection.
When Bucklew is supine, gravity pulls the hemangioma tumor into his throat which
causes his breathing to be labored and the tumor to rupture and bleed. When
conscious, Bucklew can “adjust” his breathing with repeated swallowing that
prevents the tumor from blocking his airway. But during the “twilight stage” of a
lethal injection execution, Dr. Zivot opined that Bucklew will be aware he is choking
on his own blood and in pain before the pentobarbital renders him unconscious and
unaware of pain. Based on a study of lethal injections in horses, Dr. Zivot estimated
there could be a period as short as 52 seconds and as long as 240 seconds when
Bucklew is conscious but immobile and unable to adjust his breathing; his attempts
to breath will create friction, causing the tumor to bleed and possibly hemorrhage.
In Dr. Zivot’s opinion, there is a “very, very high likelihood” that Bucklew will suffer
“choking complications, including visible hemorrhaging,” if he is executed by any
means of lethal injection, including using the drug pentobarbital.
According to Defendants’ expert, Dr. Antognini, pentobarbital causes death by
“producing rapid, deep unconscious[ness], respiratory depression, followed by . . .
complete absence of respiration, decreased oxygen levels, slowing of the heart, and
then the heart stopping.” In contrast to Dr. Zivot, Dr. Antognini opined that
pentobarbital would cause “rapid and deep unconsciousness” within 20-30 seconds
of entering Bucklew’s blood stream, rendering him insensate to bleeding and choking
sensations. Dr. Antognini also challenged Dr. Zivot’s opinion that a supine Bucklew,
unable to adjust his breathing, will be aware he is choking on his own blood and in
pain from the tumor blocking his airway before the pentobarbital renders him
unconscious. Dr. Antognini noted that, between 2000 and 2003, Bucklew underwent
general anesthesia eight times, at least once in a supine position. In December 2016,
Bucklew lay supine for over an hour undergoing an MRI, with no more than
discomfort. The MRI revealed that his tumor had slightly shrunk since 2010.
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In granting defendants summary judgment, the district court declined to rely
on the first Glossip/Baze requirement because these conflicting expert opinions
“would permit a factfinder to conclude that for as long as four minutes [after the
injection of pentobarbital Bucklew] could be aware that he is choking or unable to
breathe but be unable [to] ‘adjust’ his breathing to remedy the situation.” Rather, the
court held that Bucklew failed to provide adequate evidence that his alternative
method of execution -- lethal gas -- was a “feasible, readily implemented” alternative
that would “in fact significantly reduce a substantial risk of severe pain” as compared
to lethal injection. Glossip, 135 S.Ct. at 2737; Baze, 553 U.S. at 52.
III.
To succeed in his challenge to Missouri’s lethal injection execution protocol,
Bucklew must establish both prongs of the Glossip/Baze standard. Glossip, 135 S.
Ct. 2737. The district court held that Bucklew failed to establish the second prong
of Glossip/Baze by showing that an alternative method of execution would “in fact
significantly reduce a substantial risk of severe pain.” As noted, Bucklew argues the
Glossip/Baze standard should not apply to an as-applied challenge to a method of
execution, an argument our controlling precedents have rejected. He raises two
additional issues on appeal.
A. Bucklew first argues the district court erred in granting summary judgment
on the second Glossip/Baze requirement because he presented sufficient evidence that
his proposed alternative method of execution -- death through nitrogen gas-induced
hypoxia -- “would substantially reduce his suffering.” Summary judgment is not
appropriate when there are material issues of disputed fact, and the Supreme Court
in Glossip made clear that this issue may require findings of fact that are reviewed for
clear error. See 135 S. Ct. at 2739-41 (majority opinion) and 2786 (Sotomayor, J.,
dissenting). However, whether a method of execution “constitutes cruel and unusual
punishment is a question of law.” Swindler v. Lockhart, 885 F.2d 1342, 1350 (8th
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Cir. 1989). Thus, unless there are material underlying issues of disputed fact, it is
appropriate to resolve this ultimate issue of law by summary judgment.
Nitrogen hypoxia is an authorized method of execution under Missouri Law.
See Mo. Stat. Ann. § 546.720. Missouri has not used this method of execution since
1965 and does not currently have a protocol in place for execution by lethal gas. But
there are ongoing studies of the method in other States and at least preliminary
indications that Missouri will undertake to develop a protocol. Defendants do not
argue this is not a feasible and available alternative.
The district court granted summary judgment based on Bucklew’s failure to
provide adequate evidence that execution by nitrogen hypoxia would substantially
reduce the risk of pain or suffering. The court allowed Bucklew extensive discovery
into defendants’ knowledge regarding execution by lethal gas. But Missouri’s lack
of recent experience meant that this discovery produced little relevant evidence and
no evidence that the risk posed by lethal injection is substantial when compared to the
risk posed by lethal gas. See Glossip, 135 S. Ct. at 2738; Johnson, 809 F.3d at 391.
Bucklew’s theory is that execution by nitrogen hypoxia would render Bucklew
insensate more quickly than lethal injection and would not cause choking and
bleeding in his tumor-blocked airway. But his expert, Dr. Zivot, provided no support
for this theory. Dr. Zivot’s Supplemental Expert Report explained:
[W]hile I can assess Mr. Bucklew’s current medical status and render an
expert opinion as to the documented and significant risks associated
with executing Mr. Bucklew under Missouri’s current Execution
Procedure, I cannot advise counsel or the Court on how to execute Mr.
Bucklew in a way that would satisfy Constitutional requirements.
Lacking affirmative comparative evidence, Bucklew relied on Dr. Antognini’s
deposition. In his Expert Report, Dr. Antognini concluded that “the use of lethal gas
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would not significantly lessen any suffering or be less painful than lethal injection in
this inmate.” At his deposition, Dr. Antognini was asked:
Q. Why does lethal gas not hold any advantage compared to lethal
injection.
A. Well . . . there are a lot of types of gases that could be used
. . . . [U]sing gas would not significantly lessen any suffering or be less
painful. Because, again, their onset of action is going to be relatively
fast, just like Pentobarbital’s onset -- onset of action.
Q. That’s it? Simply because it would happen quickly?
A. Correct.
The district court concluded this opinion provided nothing to compare:
Dr. Antognini specifically stated that he believed there would be no
difference in the “speed” of lethal gas as compared to pentobarbital. . . .
In the absence of evidence contradicting Defendants’ expert and
supporting Plaintiff’s theory, there is not a triable issue.
On appeal, Bucklew argues the district court should have compared Dr. Zivot’s
opinion that lethal injection would take up to four minutes to cause Bucklew’s brain
death with Dr. Antognini’s testimony that lethal gas would render him unconscious
in the same amount of time as lethal injection, 20 to 30 seconds. But Dr. Antognini’s
comparative testimony was that both methods would result in unconsciousness in
approximately the same amount of time. Bucklew offered no contrary comparative
evidence and thus the district court correctly concluded that he failed to satisfy his
burden to provide evidence “establishing a known and available alternative that
would significantly reduce a substantial risk of severe pain.” McGehee v.
Hutchinson, 854 F.3d 488, 493 (8th Cir. 2017).
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In addition, Bucklew’s claim that he will experience choking sensations during
an execution by lethal injection but not by nitrogen hypoxia rests on the proposition
that he could be seated during the latter but not the former. He argues there is
evidence he will be forced to remain supine during an execution by lethal injection,
when his tumor will cause him to sense he is choking on his own blood, whereas he
could remain seated during the administration of lethal gas, which would not cause
a choking sensation. But this argument lacks factual support in the record. Having
taken the position that any lethal injection procedure would violate the Eighth
Amendment, Bucklew made no effort to determine what changes, if any, the DOC
would make in applying its lethal injection protocol in executing Bucklew, other than
defendants advising -- prior to remand by this court -- that dye would not be used.
Based on Bucklew’s argument to the en banc court, we expected that the core
of the proceedings on remand would be defining what changes defendants would
make on account of Bucklew’s medical condition and then evaluating that modified
procedure under the two-part Baze/Glossip standard. On remand, Director of
Corrections Ann Precythe testified that the medical members of the execution team
are provided a prisoner’s medical history in preparing for the execution. Precythe has
authority to make changes in the execution protocol, such as how the primary IV line
will be inserted in the central femoral vein or how the gurney will be positioned, if
the team advises that changes are needed. While Bucklew sought and was denied
discovery of the identities of the execution team’s medical members, he never urged
the district court to establish a suitable fact-finding procedure -- for example, by
anonymous interrogatories or written deposition questions to the execution team
members -- for discovery of facts needed for the DOC to define the as-applied lethal
injection protocol it intends to use for Bucklew. As Bucklew did not pursue these
issues, the pleadings established that defendants have proposed to reposition the
gurney during Bucklew’s deposition, and Director Precythe testified that she has
authority to make this type of change in the execution protocol based on the execution
team’s advice based on review of Bucklew’s medical history, but the record does not
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disclose whether Bucklew will in fact be supine during the execution,4 nor does it
disclose that a “cut-down” procedure will not be used to place the primary IV line in
his central femoral vein, a procedure Dr. Antognini opined was unnecessary.
Bucklew simply asserts that, in comparing execution by lethal injection and by lethal
gas, we must accept his speculation that defendants will employ these risk-increasing
procedures. This we will not do.
Like the district court, we conclude the summary judgment record contains no
basis to conclude that Bucklew’s risk of severe pain would be substantially reduced
by use of nitrogen hypoxia instead of lethal injection as the method of execution.
Evidence that “is equivocal, lacks scientific consensus and presents a paucity of
reliable scientific evidence” does not establish that an execution is sure or very likely
to cause serious illness and needless suffering. Williams v. Kelley, 854 F.3d at 1001
(quotation omitted). Therefore, he failed to establish the second prong of the
Glossip/Baze standard.
B. Bucklew further contends the district court erred in denying his requests for
discovery relating to “M2” and “M3,” two members of the lethal injection execution
team. Bucklew argues he was entitled to discovery of the medical technicians’
qualifications, training, and experience because it would “illuminate the nature and
extent of the risks of suffering he faces.” For example, if M3 was not qualified to
safely place his IV in the central femoral vein, this would directly impact the risk of

4

Dr. Zivot surmised that Bucklew will be required to lie flat during lethal
injection based on what he observed at an execution in Georgia. He gave no reason
to believe that pentobarbital could not be injected through a femoral vein while
Bucklew is seated. He merely opined that “[i]t’s more difficult” to administer an
anesthetic to someone who is sitting up. Dr. Antognini, in addition to opining that
Bucklew would be rendered unconscious and insensate within 20 to 30 seconds of
pentobarbital injection, noted that it was not necessary that Bucklew be supine in
order to inject pentobarbital in his femoral vein.
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pain and suffering. We review a district court’s discovery rulings narrowly and with
great deference and will reverse only for a “gross abuse of discretion resulting in
fundamental unfairness.” Marksmeier v. Davie, 622 F.3d 896, 903 (8th Cir. 2010).
Bucklew’s argument proceeds from the premise that M2 and M3 may not be
qualified for the positions for which they have been hired. But we will not assume
that Missouri employs personnel who are incompetent or unqualified to perform their
assigned duties. See Clemons v. Crawford, 585 F.3d 1119, 1128 (8th Cir. 2009). He
further argues that deposition of M2 and M3 is necessary to understand how they will
handle a circumstance in case something goes wrong during Bucklew’s execution.
The potentiality that something may go wrong in an execution does not give rise to
an Eighth Amendment violation. Zink, 783 F.3d at 1101. “Some risk of pain is
inherent in any method of execution -- no matter how humane -- if only from the
prospect of error in following the required procedure. . . . [A]n isolated mishap alone
does not give rise to an Eighth Amendment violation.” Baze, 553 U.S. at 47, 50.
Thus, the district court’s ruling was consistent with our instruction in remanding that
Bucklew “may not be permitted to supervise every step of the execution process.”
Bucklew I, 783 F.3d at 1128 (quotation omitted). The Baze/Glossip evaluation must
be based on the as-applied pre-execution protocol, assuming that those responsible
for carrying out the sentence are competent and qualified to do so, and that the
procedure will go as intended.
III. Conclusion
Having thoroughly reviewed the record, we conclude that Bucklew has failed
to establish that lethal injection, as applied to him, constitutes cruel and unusual
punishment under the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. Therefore, we affirm the
judgment of the district court.
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COLLOTON, Circuit Judge, dissenting.
Russell Bucklew alleges that the State of Missouri’s method of execution by
lethal injection violates his rights under the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. He
seeks an injunction prohibiting an execution by that method. The district court
granted summary judgment for the State, but there are genuine disputes of material
fact that require findings of fact by the district court before this dispute can be
resolved. I would therefore remand the case for the district court promptly to conduct
further proceedings.
Bucklew’s claim under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 requires him to prove two elements:
(1) that the State’s method of execution is sure or very likely to cause him severe
pain, and (2) that an alternative method of execution that is feasible and readily
implemented would significantly reduce the substantial risk of severe pain. Glossip
v. Gross, 135 S. Ct. 2726, 2737 (2015); Bucklew v. Lombardi, 783 F.3d 1120, 1123,
1128 (8th Cir. 2015) (en banc). On the first element, the district court concluded that
taking the evidence in the light most favorable to Bucklew, there is a substantial risk
under Missouri’s lethal injection protocol that Bucklew will experience choking and
an inability to breathe for up to four minutes. On the second element, however, the
court ruled as a matter of law that Bucklew’s suggested alternative
method—execution by administration of nitrogen gas—would not significantly
reduce the substantial risk that the court identified under the first element. In my
view, the district court’s reasoning as to the first element is inconsistent with its
summary disposition of Bucklew’s claim on the second.
On the first element, Bucklew’s theory is that he will suffer severe pain by
prolonged choking or suffocation if the State executes him by lethal injection. He
contends that when he lies supine on the execution gurney, tumors in his throat will
block his airway unless he can “adjust” his positioning to enable breathing. Bucklew
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argues that if an injection of pentobarbital renders him unable to adjust his
positioning while he can still sense pain, then he will choke or suffocate.
In assessing that claim, the district court cited conflicting expert testimony
from Bucklew’s expert, Dr. Joel Zivot, and the State’s expert, Dr. Joseph Antognini.
Dr. Antognini testified that if the State proceeded by way of lethal injection using
pentobarbital, then Bucklew would be unconscious within twenty to thirty seconds
and incapable of experiencing pain at that point. R. Doc. 182-5, at 10, 40-41. Dr.
Zivot, however, differed: “I strongly disagree with Dr. Antognini’s repeated claim
that the pentobarbital injection would result in ‘rapid unconsciousness’ and therefore
Mr. Bucklew would not experience any suffocating or choking.” R. Doc. 182-1, at
147. Zivot opined that Bucklew “would likely experience unconsciousness that sets
in progressively as the chemical circulates through his system,” and that “during this
in-between twilight stage,” Bucklew “is likely to experience prolonged feelings of
suffocation and excruciating pain.” Id.
In his deposition, Dr. Zivot opined that “there will be points,” before Bucklew
dies, “where he’s beginning to experience the effects of the pentobarbital, where his
ability to control and regulate and adjust his airway will be impaired, although there
will still be the experience capable of knowing that he cannot make the adjustment,
and will experience it as choking.” Id. at 81. When directed to Dr. Antognini’s
opinion that Bucklew would be unaware of noxious stimuli within twenty to thirty
seconds of a pentobarbital injection, Dr. Zivot observed that Antognini’s opinion was
based on a study involving dogs from fifty years ago and testified that his “number
would be longer than that.” Id. at 85. When asked for his “number,” Dr. Zivot
pointed to a study on lethal injections administered to horses; he said the study
recorded “a range of as short as fifty-two seconds and as long as about two hundred
and forty seconds before they see isoelectric EEG.” Id. at 85-86. Dr. Zivot noted that
the “number” that he derived from the horse study was “more than twice as long as”
the number suggested by Dr. Antognini. Id. at 86. He defined “isoelectric EEG” as
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“indicative of at least electrical silence on the parts of the brain that the
electroencephalogram has access to.” Id.
The district court observed that “[a]n execution is typically conducted with the
prisoner lying on his back,” and that the record “establishes that [Bucklew] has
difficulty breathing while in that position because the tumors can cause choking or
an inability to breathe.” The court understood Dr. Zivot to mean that “it could be
fifty-two to 240 seconds before the pentobarbital induces a state in which [Bucklew]
could no longer sense that he is choking or unable to breathe.” Thus, the court
concluded that “construing the Record in [Bucklew’s] favor reveals that it could be
fifty-two to 240 seconds before the pentobarbital induces a state in which [Bucklew]
could no longer sense that he is choking or unable to breathe.” Again, the court
reasoned that “the facts construed in [Bucklew’s] favor would permit a factfinder to
conclude that for as long as four minutes [Bucklew] could be aware that he is choking
or unable to breathe but be unable to ‘adjust’ his breathing to remedy the situation.”
On that basis, the court presumed for purposes of the motion for summary judgment
that “there is a substantial risk that [Bucklew] will experience choking and an
inability to breathe for up to four minutes.”
The State disputes that there is a genuine dispute of material fact on the first
element of Bucklew’s claim, but the district court properly concluded that findings
of fact were required. Bucklew pointed to evidence from Missouri corrections
officials that prisoners have always laid flat on their backs during executions by lethal
injection in Missouri. R. Doc. 182-7, at 10; R. Doc. 182-9, at 1; R. Doc. 182-12, at
29, 91. One official testified that he did not know whether the gurney could be
adjusted. R. Doc. 182-12, at 91. Another official believed that the head of the gurney
“could” be raised (or that a gurney with that capability could be acquired), and that
an anesthesiologist would have “the freedom” to adjust the gurney “if” he or she
determined that it would be in the best medical interest of the offender to do so. R.
Doc. 182-7, at 14. But the State did not present evidence about how it would position
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Bucklew or the gurney during his execution. On a motion for summary judgment, the
district court was required to construe the evidence in the light most favorable to
Bucklew. Under that standard, without undisputed evidence from the State that it
would alter its ordinary procedures, the court did not err by concluding that a finder
of fact could infer that the State would proceed as in all other executions, with
Bucklew lying on his back.5
The State argues that the district court erred in discerning a genuine dispute of
material fact on the first element because Dr. Zivot did not specify the length of the
expected “twilight stage” during which Bucklew would be unable to adjust his
positioning yet still sense pain. The State also complains that Dr. Zivot did not
specify that Bucklew’s pain awareness would continue for fifty-two seconds or longer
until brain waves ceased. There certainly are grounds to attack the reliability and
credibility of Dr. Zivot’s opinion, including the imprecision of some of his testimony,
his opposition to all forms of lethal injection, his possible misreading of the horse
study on which he partially relied, and his inaccurate predictions of calamities at prior
executions. But he did opine that Bucklew was likely to “experience prolonged
feelings of suffocation and excruciating pain” if executed by lethal injection, R. Doc.
182-1, at 147, and that there “will be points” before Bucklew dies when his ability to
regulate his airway will be impaired so that he “will experience it as choking.” Id. at
5

Bucklew alleged in Paragraph 128 of his complaint that the State had offered
to adjust the gurney so that Bucklew is not lying completely prone, but then
continued as follows immediately thereafter: “Although the stated intent was to
reduce the choking risk to Mr. Bucklew, the DOC has obtained no imaging studies
of Mr. Bucklew since 2010, and therefore has no information on which to base any
decisions about the angle of the gurney.” R. Doc. 53, at 43-44. The district court
noted the State’s suggestion “that the execution could be performed with [Bucklew]
in a different position,” but explained that “there is no evidence whether this has an
effect on the procedure as a whole,” and concluded that the State had “not provided
the Court with a basis for granting summary judgment based on the possibility of
performing the execution with [Bucklew] in a sitting (or other) position.”
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81. The district court did not err in concluding that it could not resolve the dispute
between the experts on summary judgment.
On the second element of Bucklew’s claim, the district court concluded as a
matter of law that Bucklew failed to show that his proposed alternative method of
execution—administration of nitrogen gas—would significantly reduce the
substantial risk of severe pain that the court recognized under the first element. The
majority affirms the district court’s judgment on this basis. Taking the evidence in
the light most favorable to Bucklew, however, a factfinder could conclude that
nitrogen gas would render Bucklew insensate more quickly than pentobarbital and
would thus eliminate the risk that he would experience prolonged feelings of choking
or suffocation. Dr. Antognini testified that a person who is administered nitrogen gas
“would be unconscious very quickly,” and that the onset of action from lethal gas “is
going to be relatively fast, just like Pentobarbital’s onset.” R. Doc. 182-5, at 58-59
(emphasis added). Given Dr. Antognini’s testimony that pentobarbital would render
Bucklew insensate within twenty to thirty seconds, the record in the light most
favorable to Bucklew supports a finding based on Antognini’s testimony that nitrogen
gas would relieve Bucklew from any pain of choking or suffocating within twenty to
thirty seconds. A trier of fact may accept all, some, or none of a witness’s testimony,
United States v. Candie, 974 F.2d 61, 65 (8th Cir. 1992), and a plaintiff may rely on
testimony from the defendant’s expert to meet his burden if the testimony is
advantageous to the plaintiff. See IBEW Local 98 Pension Fund v. Best Buy Co., Inc.,
818 F.3d 775, 782 (8th Cir. 2016). If the factfinder accepted Dr. Zivot’s testimony
as to the effect of pentobarbital, and Dr. Antognini’s uncontroverted testimony as to
effect of nitrogen gas, then Bucklew’s proposed alternative method would
significantly reduce the substantial risk of severe pain that the district court identified
in its analysis of the first element.
For these reasons, there are genuine disputes of material fact that preclude
summary judgment and require findings of fact by the district court. I would
-20-
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therefore remand the case for further proceedings. The district court may then
promptly make appropriate factual findings about, among other things, how Bucklew
will be positioned during an execution, whether his airway will be blocked during an
execution, and how pentobarbital (and, if necessary, nitrogen gas) will affect his
consciousness and ability to sense potential pain.
*

*

*

The State contends that we should not reach the merits of Bucklew’s claim
because several procedural obstacles require dismissal of his complaint. The majority
does not rely on these points, and I find them unavailing.
First, the State contends that Bucklew did not raise his present claim in his
fourth amended complaint. Bucklew’s complaint, however, does allege the essence
of his current theory. The complaint asserts that the tumors in Bucklew’s throat
require “him to sleep with his upper body elevated” because if he lies flat, “the tumor
then fully obstructs his airway.” Id. at 18-19. It continued: “Executions are
conducted on a gurney, and the risks arising from Mr. Bucklew’s airway are even
greater if he is lying flat. Because of the hemangiomas, Mr. Bucklew is unable to
sleep in a normal recumbent position because the tumors cause greater obstruction in
that position.” R. Doc. 53, at 35. Bucklew further alleged that execution by lethal
injection “poses an enormous risk that Mr. Bucklew will suffer extreme, excruciating
and prolonged pain – all accompanied by choking and struggling for air.” Id. at 36.
The complaint was adequate under a notice pleading regime to raise a claim that the
execution procedure would result in an obstructed airway and choking or suffocation.
If necessary, moreover, the district court acted within its discretion by treating
the complaint as impliedly amended to include Bucklew’s present claim. See Fed. R.
Civ. P. 15(b)(2). Bucklew clearly notified the State of his contention in his
opposition to the State’s motion for summary judgment. R. Doc. 192-1, at 1-3, 11-17.
-21-
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Yet rather than communicate surprise and object that the claim was not pleaded, the
State addressed Bucklew’s contention on the merits. R. Doc. 200, at 4-5. Where a
party has actual notice of an unpleaded issue and has been given an adequate
opportunity to cure any surprise resulting from a change in the pleadings, there is
implied consent to an amendment. Trip Mate, Inc. v. Stonebridge Cas. Ins. Co., 768
F.3d 779, 784-85 (8th Cir. 2014).
Second, the State argues that the five-year statute of limitations bars Bucklew’s
claim, because he was aware of his claim in 2008 and did not file his complaint until
May 9, 2014. A claim under § 1983 accrues when a plaintiff has “a complete and
present cause of action” and “can file suit and obtain relief.” Wallace v. Kato, 549
U.S. 384, 388 (2007) (quoting Bay Area Laundry & Dry Cleaning Pension Trust
Fund v. Ferbar Corp. of Cal., 522 U.S. 192, 201 (1997)). Bucklew asserts that he did
not have knowledge of his present claim, and therefore could not have filed suit and
obtained relief, until his medical condition progressed and he was examined by Dr.
Zivot in April 2014. As evidence that Bucklew could have brought his claim earlier,
the State relies on a 2008 petition that Bucklew submitted to the Missouri Supreme
Court. The petition sought funding for an expert witness to investigate the interaction
of the State’s existing execution protocol with Bucklew’s health condition. The
possible claim addressed in the 2008 funding petition, however, focused on the
potential for uncontrolled bleeding and ineffective circulation of drugs within
Bucklew’s body under the State’s former three-drug execution protocol. The petition
does not demonstrate that Bucklew was then on notice of a claim that a future
execution protocol using the single drug pentobarbital would create a substantial risk
of severe pain resulting from tumors blocking his airway while laying supine during
an execution.
Third, the State urges that Bucklew’s claim is barred by res judicata or claim
preclusion, because Bucklew could have litigated his as-applied challenge to the
execution protocol in an earlier case styled Zink v. Lombardi, No. 12-04209-CV-C-22-
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BP. In Zink, a group of inmates sentenced to death, including Bucklew, brought a
facial challenge to Missouri’s execution protocol. A complaint was filed in August
2012, and the eventual deadline for motions to amend pleadings was January 27,
2014. Principles of claim preclusion do not bar Bucklew’s as-applied challenge if he
was unaware of the basis for the claim in time to include it in the Zink litigation. See
Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt, 136 S. Ct. 2292, 2305 (2016). The State again
points to Bucklew’s 2008 funding petition in support of its preclusion defense, but
for reasons discussed, that petition does not establish that Bucklew’s present claim
was available to him in 2008. At oral argument, the State argued that Bucklew could
have added his as-applied challenge to the Zink litigation after he was examined by
Dr. Zivot in April 2014, because the district court granted the Zink plaintiffs leave to
amend their complaint in May 2014. But the court’s order allowed the Zink plaintiffs
leave to amend only a single count of the complaint to allege a feasible alternative
method of execution. The order did not reopen the pleadings deadline for as-applied
claims by the several individual plaintiffs. See Zink v. Lombardi, No. 12-04209-CVC-BP, 2014 WL 11309998, at *4-5, 12 (W.D. Mo. May 2, 2014). The State therefore
has not established that Bucklew’s as-applied claim is barred by res judicata.
*

*

*

For these reasons, I would reverse the judgment of the district court and
remand for further proceedings to be conducted with dispatch.
______________________________
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI
WESTERN DIVISION
RUSSELL BUCKLEW,
Plaintiff,
v.
GEORGE A. LOMBARDI, et al.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 14-8000-CV-W-BP

ORDER AND OPINION GRANTING
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Pending is Defendants’ Motion for Summary Judgment, which seeks summary judgment
on the Eighth Amendment Claim presented in Count I1 of the Fourth Amended Complaint.
Defendants contend that the undisputed facts demonstrate (1) they are entitled to judgment as a
matter of law on the merits, (2) Plaintiff’s claim is barred by the statute of limitations, and (3)
Plaintiff’s claim is barred by principles of claim preclusion.2 As discussed below, the Court
agrees that the undisputed facts in the Record establish that Plaintiff cannot prevail on his Eighth
Amendment claim, and for that reason the motion, (Doc. 181), is GRANTED.3

1

Counts II and III were previously dismissed by the Court. (Doc. 63.)

2

Defendants also contend the Court should dismiss the case because it lacks jurisdiction. (Doc. 182, pp. 9-10.) The
argument has been presented before, and the Court rejects it for the reasons previously stated. (See Doc. 101.) To
the extent that Defendants’ argument has shifted to contend that the Court lacks jurisdiction because the Record now
proves that Plaintiff will not suffer a redressable injury, the Court rejects this argument as well. Defendants’
argument relates to Plaintiff’s ability to prove his claim, not to the Court’s jurisdiction, and crediting Defendants’
argument would essentially require dismissal (without prejudice) for lack of jurisdiction anytime a plaintiff fails to
prove his claim. It “is important not to conflate the injury and traceability requirements of a standing analysis with
the plaintiff’s ultimate burden of proof as to the issues of damages and causation at a trial on the merits,” Brown v.
Medtronic, Inc., 628 F.3d 451, 457 (8th Cir. 2010), and this observation applies equally when the merits are
considered at the summary judgment stage.
3

The Court does not address the statute of limitations or claim preclusion arguments. These issues were not
addressed before the first appeal, and the Court of Appeals declined to address them in the first instance. Bucklew v.
Lombardi, 783 F.3d 1120, 1122 n.1, 1128-29 (8th Cir. 2015) (en banc). Following remand Defendants sought
dismissal on these grounds, but the Court denied the request without prejudice because the Record was not yet
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I. BACKGROUND
A. Procedural History
Plaintiff Russell Bucklew was convicted in state court of first degree murder, kidnapping,
burglary, forcible rape, and armed criminal action. He was sentenced to death for the murder
and various terms of years on the other crimes. State v. Bucklew, 973 S.W.2d 83 (Mo. 1998) (en
banc), cert. denied, 525 U.S. 1082 (1999). His requests for postconviction relief and habeas
relief were denied. Bucklew v. State, 38 S.W.3d 395 (Mo.) (en banc), cert. denied, 534 U.S. 964
(2001); Bucklew v. Luebbers, 436 F.3d 1010 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 549 U.S. 1079 (2006).
Plaintiff filed this suit in May 2014. The Court dismissed the case, but the dismissal was
reversed and the case was remanded. Bucklew v. Lombardi, 783 F.3d 1120, 1128 (8th Cir. 2015)
(en banc). After the Mandate was issued, Bucklew filed a series of Amended Complaints. The
latest – the Fourth Amended Complaint – is the operative pleading, and as noted earlier Count I
is the only remaining count. Count I asserts an Eighth Amendment challenge, contending that
Missouri’s method of execution is unconstitutional as applied to Plaintiff because of his unique
medical condition.
B. Facts
Plaintiff suffers from a congenital condition known as cavernous hemangioma. The
disease causes clumps of weak, malformed blood vessels and tumors to grow throughout his
body, including his head, face, neck and throat. The tumors are very susceptible to rupture. The
sufficiently developed and various legal complexities (some of which had been identified by the Court of Appeals,
783 F.3d at 1122 n.1) had not been addressed. The Court’s Order explained some of the difficulties involved in
determining whether these doctrines apply. (Doc. 63, pp. 9-13.) The Supreme Court has since discussed the
doctrine of claim preclusion when an as-applied challenge follows an unsuccessful facial challenge. Whole
Woman’s Health v. Helerstedt, 136 S. Ct. 2292, 2305 (2016). In reasserting these arguments Defendants have not
addressed any of these factual or legal issues; they have merely cited general principles without explaining how they
apply in this unique situation, and cited to the same facts that were earlier deemed to be incomplete and therefore
insufficient. Given the Court’s ruling on the merits there is no need to further delay resolution of this case to
provide Defendants another opportunity to address these issues.

2
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disease also affects Plaintiff’s circulatory system, resulting in (among other effects)
compromised peripheral veins in his hands and arms. The tumors in his throat also make it
difficult for him to breathe, and that difficulty is exacerbated when he is in a supine position.
Plaintiff’s condition is incurable, and surgery to alleviate the tumors is not possible due to the
risk of severe bleeding.
Missouri’s death penalty protocol has not been succinctly described, but the parties
implicitly agree (and the Record demonstrates, (e.g., Doc. 182-1, pp. 135-36; Doc. 197-1; Doc.
182-7, pp. 7-9)),4 that it involves the intravenous administration of pentobarbital in dosages
sufficient to cause unconsciousness and eventually death. In terms of the IV’s placement, the
protocol provides as follows:
Medical personnel shall determine the most appropriate locations for intravenous
(IV) lines. Both a primary IV line and a secondary IV line shall be inserted unless
the prisoner’s physical condition makes it unduly difficult to insert more than one
IV. Medical personnel may insert the primary IV line as a peripheral line or a
central venous line (e.g., femoral, jugular, or subclavian) provided they have
appropriate training, education and experience for that procedure. The secondary
IV line is a peripheral line.
(Doc. 182-1, p. 1.) The parties seem to agree that because of the cavernous hemangioma
Plaintiff’s peripheral veins cannot be used in this process because of the risk that they will
rupture (assuming that an IV could be placed in them in the first place). However, the portion of
the protocol quoted above confirms that a central line in the femoral vein may be used instead of
inserting an IV in the peripheral veins. With respect to the risk of Plaintiff’s femoral vein
rupturing, Plaintiff’s expert, (Dr. Joel Zivot), testified that the femoral vein is large and capable
of “tak[ing] a fair amount of fluid” when the central line is properly placed, and the risk of that
vein rupturing is “unlikely.” (Doc. 182-1, p. 26.) Dr. Zivot also denied having any reason to
believe that Plaintiff’s medical condition made his femoral vein more susceptible to rupture than
4

All page numbers are those generated by the Court’s CM/ECF system.
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might otherwise be expected, and confirmed that his testimony about the risk of Plaintiff’s veins
rupturing was limited to Plaintiff’s peripheral veins. (Doc. 182-1, pp. 70-71, 77-78.) Plaintiff
also concedes that there is no evidence in the Record establishing that Plaintiff has any problem
with his veins other than his peripheral veins, including his femoral vein. (Doc. 197, p. 9.)
Finally, the Record confirms that Plaintiff’s medical condition will not affect the flow of
chemicals in his bloodstream once they are introduced through the femoral vein, or otherwise
affect his expected response to the pentobarbital. (E.g., Doc. 182-1, pp. 65-66, 213-14, 219.)
An execution is typically conducted with the prisoner lying on his back. The procedure
for inserting a central line is also usually performed with the person in the supine position. The
Record establishes that Plaintiff has difficulty breathing while in that position because the tumors
can cause choking or an inability to breathe. Sometimes the tumors bleed, thereby exacerbating
the sensation. When required to be on his back, Plaintiff can “adjust” his breathing so that he
can remain in that position; for instance, Plaintiff was able to lie on his back for approximately
one hour while undergoing an MRI. However, there are factual disputes as to (1) Plaintiff’s
ability to adjust his breathing once the pentobarbital begins to take effect, (Doc. 181-1, pp. 8182), and (2) how quickly the pentobarbital will deprive Plaintiff of the ability to sense that he is
choking or unable to breathe. On the latter point Dr. Zivot testified that it could be fifty-two to
240 seconds before the pentobarbital induces a state in which Plaintiff could no longer sense that
he is choking or unable to breathe. (E.g., Doc. 182-1, pp. 84-88.) Defendants point out that their
expert, Dr. Joseph Antognini, opined that Plaintiff would be unconscious within twenty to thirty
seconds and at that point would be incapable of experiencing pain. (Doc. 182-1, pp. 198-99;
Doc. 182-5, pp. 60-62.) However, the Court cannot resolve this dispute between the experts on
summary judgment.

4
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Defendants also invite the Court to analyze the study Dr. Zivot relied upon to find that
fifty-two seconds of awareness is the worst case scenario because that is when brain death
occurs. (Doc. 200, p. 15.) Dr. Zivot addressed this issue in his deposition, explaining that the
study’s use of the term “brain death” was a “misnomer” because the study marked “brain death”
before measurable brain activity terminated; he then indicated that pain might be felt until
measurable brain activity ceases. (Doc. 182-1, pp. 83-86.)5 The Court also cannot resolve this
factual dispute on summary judgment. Therefore, construing the Record in Plaintiff’s favor
reveals that it could be fifty-two to 240 seconds before the pentobarbital induces a state in which
Plaintiff could no longer sense that he is choking or unable to breathe.6
II. DISCUSSION
A moving party is entitled to summary judgment on a claim only upon a showing that
“there is no genuine issue of material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter of law.” See generally Williams v. City of St. Louis, 783 F.2d 114, 115 (8th Cir. 1986).
“[W]hile the materiality determination rests on the substantive law, it is the substantive law’s
identification of which facts are critical and which facts are irrelevant that governs.” Anderson v.
Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986). Thus, “[o]nly disputes over facts that might
affect the outcome of the suit under the governing law will properly preclude the entry of
summary judgment.” Wierman v. Casey=s Gen. Stores, 638 F.3d 984, 993 (8th Cir. 2011)
(quotation omitted). In applying this standard, the Court must view the evidence in the light
5

This may be a generous interpretation of Dr. Zivot’s testimony. However, (1) the Record must be construed in the
light most favorable to Plaintiff and (2) the Court is not required to resolve the elements of Plaintiff’s claim in any
particular order. Therefore, the Court deems it appropriate to adopt this interpretation of Dr. Zivot’s testimony in
order to frame the discussion about Plaintiff’s proffered alternative method of execution.

6

Defendants also suggest that the execution could be performed with Plaintiff in a different position, but there is no
evidence whether this has an effect on the procedure as a whole or the procedure for inserting a central line
specifically. In light of the Record’s silence on these matters, Defendants have not provided the Court with a basis
for granting summary judgment based on the possibility of performing the execution with Plaintiff in a sitting (or
other) position.

5
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most favorable to the non-moving party, giving that party the benefit of all inferences that may
be reasonably drawn from the evidence. Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475
U.S. 574, 587-88 (1986); Tyler v. Harper, 744 F.2d 653, 655 (8th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 470
U.S. 1057 (1985). A party opposing a motion for summary judgment may not simply deny the
allegations, but must point to evidence in the Record demonstrating the existence of a factual
dispute. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c)(1); Conseco Life Ins. Co. v. Williams, 620 F.3d 902, 909-10 (8th
Cir. 2010).
In Glossip v. Gross, the Supreme Court determined “what a prisoner must establish to
succeed on an Eighth Amendment method-of-execution claim.” 135 S. Ct. 2726, 2737 (2015).
“[D]ecisions in this area have been animated in part by the recognition that because it is settled
that capital punishment is constitutional, it necessarily follows that there must be a constitutional
means of carrying it out.” Id. at 2732-33. Moreover, “because some risk of pain is inherent in
any method of execution, we have held that the Constitution does not require the avoidance of all
risk of pain.” Id. at 2733. In light of these observations, a prisoner alleging that a particular
form of execution is cruel and unusual within the meaning of the Eighth Amendment must first
establish that the method to be utilized “presents a risk that is sure or very likely to cause serious
illness and needless suffering, and give rise to sufficiently imminent dangers.” Id. at 2737
(quotations and emphasis deleted). The prisoner must then “identify a known and available
alternative method of execution that entails a lesser risk of pain, a requirement of all Eighth
Amendment method-of-execution claims.” Id. at 2731. The alternative must be “feasible,
readily implemented, and in fact significantly reduce[ ] [the] substantial risk of severe pain.” Id.
at 2737; see also Bucklew, 783 F.3d at 1128. The Court has discretion to decide the order in
which it will address these two components of Plaintiff’s claim. Bucklew, 783 F.3d at 1128.

6
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A. Risk of Serious Illness or Needless Suffering
Defendants contend that the uncontroverted facts demonstrate that Plaintiff is not sure or
likely to experience a serious injury or needless suffering.

Plaintiff contends that he has

demonstrated a serious risk that he will experience needless pain and suffering because (1) the
weakness in his peripheral veins precludes using them to administer the pentobarbital, and (2) he
will choke or otherwise be unable to breathe for an extended period of time before the
pentobarbital takes full effect. The Court concludes that the Record establishes that (1) the use
of Plaintiff’s femoral vein does not present any risk of serious illness or needless suffering, and
(2) the Record does not permit a conclusive determination regarding the risk that Plaintiff will
choke and be unable to breathe for a period of time that would violate the Eighth Amendment.
1. Use of Plaintiff’s Femoral Vein
As discussed in Part I.B, there is an apparent consensus that an IV cannot be safely
inserted in Plaintiff’s peripheral veins. However, the execution protocol allows a central line to
be inserted in Plaintiff’s femoral vein, and the Record establishes that this can be done without
the risk of complications attributable to Plaintiff’s congenital condition. The Court also notes
that Plaintiff’s legal argument does not discuss Defendant’s evidence that his femoral vein can be
used to administer the execution drugs. (Doc. 197, pp. 34-43.) Plaintiff discusses the use of his
femoral vein only in the portion of his Opposition that addresses the facts in the Record, and
even in that context he does not present any legal arguments based on those facts. Nonetheless,
the Court will briefly discuss these factual issues.
Generally speaking, Plaintiff addresses the potential difficulty in locating the femoral
vein and the fact that medical personnel might require multiple attempts to locate it.7 This, he
7

To the extent Plaintiff contends that there is no evidence demonstrating that Plaintiff’s femoral veins are unaffected
by his disease, this argument does not change the Court’s opinion. If there is no evidence that will establish any
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posits, will increase his stress, thereby increasing his breathing rate and making it more likely
that he will choke. Plaintiff also suggests that if the procedure is not performed properly the
drugs might be injected in an artery instead of the vein. (Doc. 197, pp. 18-20.) However,
Plaintiff does not quantify these risks, nor (as stated) does he explain how these facts
independently establish that the current protocol presents a risk of serious illness or needless
suffering. The possibility that Plaintiff might experience increased stress (or, more precisely,
more stress than the situation might otherwise produce) is particularly speculative, as are the
effects of that extra stress. Moreover, on several occasions the Court has observed that Plaintiff
cannot predicate his Eighth Amendment claim on the bare possibility that a medical procedure
might be performed incorrectly.
The uncontroverted facts demonstrate that the lethal injection protocol can be
implemented by using Plaintiff’s femoral vein, and that doing so will not create a substantial risk
of serious injury or needless suffering. Therefore, the fact that Plaintiff’s peripheral veins cannot
be used will not support the first component of Plaintiff’s claim.
2. Plaintiff’s Obstructed Airway
As discussed in Part I.B, the facts construed in Plaintiff’s favor would permit a factfinder
to conclude that for as long as four minutes Plaintiff could be aware that he is choking or unable
to breathe but be unable “adjust” his breathing to remedy the situation. In seeking summary
judgment Defendants have not contended that such a situation would not satisfy Glossip (and the
Court does not hold whether it does or does not); Defendants’ sole argument is that Plaintiff
would likely experience this sensation for twenty to thirty seconds or, at worst, fifty-two
seconds. As discussed before, this is a factual dispute that the Court cannot resolve on summary
problems with the use of Plaintiff’s femoral vein, then there is no reason to have a trial on the issue. Without
evidence, it is a foregone conclusion that Plaintiff cannot prevail on this issue.

8
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judgment, and would have to be resolved at trial. Therefore, solely for purposes of further
discussion, the Court presumes that there is a substantial risk that Plaintiff will experience
choking and an inability to breathe for up to four minutes.
B. Alternative Measures
Plaintiff contends that death through nitrogen gas-induced hypoxia will significantly
reduce the risks of severe pain and suffering. Defendants do not argue that this method of
execution is not feasible or readily implemented. Instead, Defendants argue that the Record
demonstrates this method of execution will not reduce Plaintiff’s risk of pain and suffering.
Plaintiff disputes this point and further contends that he is not required to identify an alternative
method of execution.
The Court addresses Plaintiff’s second point first. He contends that Glossip does not
apply because that case involved a facial challenge and he presents an as-applied challenge. The
Court disagrees. First, Glossip set forth the requirements for an Eighth Amendment challenge to
an execution method. The Supreme Court did not distinguish between facial and as-applied
challenges, and it did not provide a basis for interpreting Glossip as creating such a distinction.
To the contrary, the Supreme Court specified that the need to “identify a known and available
alternative method of execution that entails a lesser risk of pain [is] a requirement of all Eighth
Amendment method-of-execution claims.” Glossip, 135 S. Ct. at 2731 (emphasis supplied).
Second, the Eighth Circuit clearly directed that Plaintiff must (1) identify at the pleading stage
and (2) eventually prove that there is an alternative that will significantly reduce the risk.
Bucklew, 783 F.3d at 1128. This is the law of the case, and the Court must adhere to it. Third,
the Eighth Circuit has explicitly rejected Plaintiff’s argument in other cases. Williams v. Kelley,
854 F.3d 998, 1001 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 137 S. Ct. 1284 (2017) (citing Johnson v. Lombardi,
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809 F.3d 388, 391 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 136 S. Ct. 601 (2015)). For these reasons, the Court
concludes Plaintiff is required to prove that there is a feasible and readily available alternative
that will significantly reduce the risk of suffering that lethal injection will present.
The Court agrees with Defendants that the facts in the Record do not present a triable
dispute on this issue.

Given the risk of suffering that the Court identified as potentially

supported by the Record, (see Part II.A.2, supra), the question is whether (1) the use of nitrogen
gas will cause Plaintiff to become unaware of his choking and breathing difficulties sooner than
he would under the current protocol, and (2) whether that difference in time is sufficient to
permit the Court to find that nitrogen gas will make a “significant” difference in Plaintiff’s
suffering. Put another way: a finder of fact might conclude that if pentobarbital is used, there is a
four minute period of time during which Plaintiff would experience significant suffering. Given
that, could a finder of fact conclude that the use of nitrogen gas will significantly reduce that
period of awareness?
Defendants point to their expert’s supplemental report, wherein he states that “the use of
lethal gas does not hold any advantage compared to lethal injection with respect to pain and
suffering. Both methods would result in minimal pain and suffering.” (Doc. 182-1.) This
requires Plaintiff to identify facts in the Record that create a factual dispute necessitating a trial,
but Plaintiff has not identified any such facts. Dr. Zivot would not address the issue in his
deposition, (Doc. 182-1, pp. 38-40), and Plaintiff does not contend that Dr. Zivot’s testimony
creates a factual dispute. Plaintiff instead relies on Dr. Antognini’s deposition, but the Court has
reviewed the cited testimony and finds nothing that supports Plaintiff’s position.8 Dr. Antognini

8

Plaintiff also attempts to create factual disputes about the Missouri Department of Corrections’ efforts to research
the viability and effects of executing prisoners with nitrogen gas, but the issue is not relevant under the governing
legal principles.
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was asked to compare the use of pentobarbital to nitrogen gas, but his answer does not indicate
that there are any differences between them. (Doc. 182-5, pp. 58-59.) To the contrary, he stated:
You know, you get – you can get suffering from hypoxia, you know, because
somebody can be awake and realize that they’re not getting enough oxygen. So
depending on – on how it’s used, you might get more suffering from nitrogen gas
than you would from Pentobarbital. Or you might get less suffering, you know,
it depends on how you would use it, I guess.
(Doc. 182-5, p. 59.) As relevant to the claim at issue, Dr. Antognini specifically stated that he
believed there would be no difference in the “speed” of lethal gas as compared to pentobarbital.
(Id.)

Plaintiff points to Dr. Antognini’s indication that nitrogen gas would “quickly” cause

unconsciousness, (Doc. 182-5, p. 59), but this is unavailing for two reasons. First, Dr. Antognini
said the same thing about pentobarbital; in his opinion, both would “quickly” cause
unconsciousness. Thus, this opinion does not support the proposition that nitrogen hypoxia
would cause unconsciousness sooner than pentobarbital. Second, the premise for Plaintiff’s
claim is that there is a period between unconsciousness and brain death during which he will
experience pain. Therefore, establishing the speed with which unconsciousness will be achieved
does not support Plaintiff’s claim; he must identify evidence establishing how quickly nitrogeninduced hypoxia will cause brain death so that any such evidence can be contrasted with Dr.
Zivot’s testimony that Plaintiff might be aware that he is choking for up to four minutes. There
is no evidence suggesting that nitrogen hypoxia will be faster than pentobarbital, so there is no
factual dispute to resolve. In the absence of evidence contradicting Defendants’ expert and
supporting Plaintiff’s theory, there is not a triable issue.
Plaintiff also points to the fact that Louisiana and Oklahoma have approved the use of
nitrogen gas in their death penalty protocols. This evidence might be relevant in establishing the
feasibility or ready availability of this method of execution, but it does not establish whether

11
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nitrogen gas will significantly reduce the risk of suffering Plaintiff has described. Plaintiff cites
a report from Oklahoma for the proposition that “high altitude pilots who train to recognize the
symptoms of nitrogen hypoxia in airplane depressurizations do not report any feelings of
suffocation, choking or gagging.” (Doc. 197, p. 48 n.6 (citing Doc. 192-14, p. 78).) Assuming
this is competent evidence that can be considered on summary judgment, Plaintiff is not trained
to recognize the symptoms of nitrogen hypoxia and it is unlikely that the pilots who were trained
to recognize the symptoms of hypoxia also suffered from cavernous hemangioma. Plaintiff
additionally refers to a report from Louisiana, which itself cites other materials for the
proposition that nitrogen hypoxia allows a person to expel carbon dioxide buildup and thereby
reduce suffocation caused by respiratory acidosis. (Doc. 197, p. 48 n.6 (citing Doc. 192-17, p.
19).)

Assuming again that this is competent evidence, Plaintiff’s theory is that he will

experience suffocation due to his tumors, not due to respiratory acidosis. Finally, none of this
evidence purports to compare the effects of nitrogen gas hypoxia to the effects of pentobarbital,
particularly as related to the speed with which brain death will occur. Therefore, this anecdotal
evidence does not conflict with Dr. Antognini’s testimony and therefore does not create a factual
dispute.9
The Record establishes that the use of nitrogen gas will not act faster than pentobarbital.
Therefore, nitrogen gas will not significantly reduce the risk of suffering Plaintiff faces if he is
executed under Missouri’s current protocol.

9

Plaintiff has also provided a “Preliminary Draft” of a document prepared at the request of an Oklahoma State
Representative. (Doc. 199-12, pp. 15-28.) The authors’ qualifications to opine on medical matters are not
established. The report bears the instruction “Do Not Cite.” The report generally discusses the feasibility and
effectiveness of using nitrogen gas in executions, but it does not purport to answer the questions relevant to the case.
For these reasons, this report also does not create a factual dispute.
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III. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, Defendants’ Motion for Summary Judgment on Count I
is GRANTED.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

/s/ Beth Phillips
BETH PHILLIPS, JUDGE
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

DATE: June 15, 2017
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